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The public policy group America’s Survival, Inc. (ASI) will take members of the press
and the public on a “tour” of a terrorist bomb factory during a July 16 National Press
Club news conference in Washington, D.C. The bomb factory was discovered by the
FBI in San Francisco during a time when the Weather Underground, headed by Bill
Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn, bombed the Park Police Station in San Francisco, killing
Sergeant Brian V. McDonnell.
The news conference is being held at 1:00 pm in the Zenger room of the National Press
club, 529 14th St. NW, 13th Floor, Washington, DC. 20045.
ASI President Cliff Kincaid has called the news conference to counter the Bill Ayers
interview on the Fox News “Kelly File” show that glossed over the nature of the terrorist
bombing campaign and falsely portrayed Ayers and his comrades as mere “anti-war”
activists. The bomb factory “tour” features photographs of bomb-making equipment and
explosives, disguise kits, communist literature, and the names of those Weather
Underground members, including Ayers, whose fingerprints were taken from the scene.
Kincaid said, “The ‘Kelly File’ show amounted to rehabilitation of a communist terrorist
and sets the stage for President Obama to issue pardons for Ayers’ comrades still in
prison.” Kincaid has written a 12-page letter to Fox News CEO Roger Ailes, detailing
how his anchor Megyn Kelly was poorly prepared for this interview and how she created
a false narrative and impression of the activities of the communist killers. The letter is
available at www.usasurvival.org
Another speaker at the news conference will be Jerry Kenney, the Florida-based TV
producer behind the new venture, America’s Survival TV, on Roku, a conservative
alternative to Fox News. The America’s Survival TV show has featured interviews with
Max Noel, the former FBI agent who helped discover the Weather Underground bomb
factory in San Francisco and arrested the UNABOMBER. America’s Survival TV is
also interviewing Lindsay Grathwohl, who has expressed disappointment and disgust
with Megyn Kelly for letting Bill Ayers lie about her father, the late Larry Grathwohl, an
FBI informant who exposed the Weather Underground’s bombing murder of Sgt.
McDonnell.

